
About Jubilee

This is the oldest song on the album, written in October 2008 underneath the Nearly Naked Elm 
in our backyard.  The song was my attempt to process what my friend Rose had told me after I 
had asked her if there was any cultural significance to the number 49.  Partly it was my partiality 
to that particular number that prompted my question, but I was also grooving on the fact of being 
49, too, so I guess that’s why I brought it up.  

In any event, Rose was quick to point out that every 49th (seven cycles of seven) or 50th year the 
ancients held a Jubilee where the slaves were freed, the debts were forgiven and the lands were 
redistributed.  Seems to be an old Hebrew custom:

"This fiftieth year is sacred—it is a time of freedom and of celebration when everyone will 
receive back their original property, and slaves will return home to their families. " 
according to Wikipedia and Leviticus 25:10.

Rose then went on to share even more wisdom from a different source (astrology) that had a lot 
to say about people born in my year reaching my age just about now.  It was her discourse that 
constitutes the last verse of this song.  

As I look back, 2008 seems a time of innocence compared to where everything’s at now...that 
innocence shines through the song clearly, to me.

This one was recorded with bouzouki, dobro, banjo, guitar and bass along with a lovely classical 
guitar Jet loaned me.  I love how that solo came out.  

One interesting thing about this tune--it contains a melodic hook (the 4 notes that repeat leading 
into the guitar solo verse) that derives from something we heard in the church of St. Germain--a 
priest celebrating mass in French was sermonizing  then lapsing into song then sermonizing 
some more.  The snatches of melody he sang became the melodic hook for Jubilee.  Wouldn’t it 
be cool if he was talking about Leviticus 25:10?  Check out Opus 1 at Bistro Mirage to hear what 
I’m talking about...


